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Abstract – It is challenging for maintenance of activities to be assured during products’ life cycle when poor maintenance is the case. 
Poor maintenance of engineered products will lead to an increment in cost and time is fundamental in the development of 
maintainability tasks for engineering firms. Maintenance design had played a significant role in complex designing of engineering 
products. This research presents a critical approach to evaluate and determine a maintainability index using the assembly principle. 
Normally, time is a critical indicator and parameter being utilized to measure maintenance; however, minimal efforts have been 
focused on assembly components and the principle of assembly. In the past literature works, customer study and survey on the effects 
of operators’ skills have been done. In this research, maintainability index is determined. Every assembly type is weighted with 
reference to features such as assembly direction, costs and disassemblability. Resultantly, this research seeks to enhance the efficiency 
of maintenance of engineered products.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The function of maintenance determines rate of completion of a specific maintenance task of engineered products. 
Maintenance is a design feature, which influences accuracy and ease of application of maintenance actions based on time 
factor. This function can be determined through the involvement of combining factors such as labor hours, repair time, 
elapse maintenance time, maintenance costs and maintenance frequency. Normally, maintenance is considered during or 
after the creation of products hence is costly to initiate. Presently, maintenance has become one of the principles that can be 
used to determine the performance of designs. Designs with maintenance-friendly characteristics are advantageous with 
reference to duration and expenses compared to other typical designs. Qualitative and quantitative measures are applicable 
in showing the effectiveness of maintenance.  

The aspect of maintenance can be considered as the effectiveness of applying maintenance activities done on products 
and schemes. There are two various aspects of maintenance considered: repairability and serviceability. Normally, 
maintenance can be considered with reference to Mean Time to Repairs (MTTR) [1] or consumption of time based on the 
time taken to complete these tasks. With maintenance assessment, dismantlement and assembly are a fundamental factors 
explaining the duration considered in isolation, dismantlement, assembly and localization at minimally replaceable 
components. Dismantlement can be determined using difficulty rating, where particular faults, additional time, force, 
position and accessibility can be interpreted with reference to difficult in disassembling tasks.  

Cost of dismantlement/assembly is fundamental when choosing appropriate models and tools. Modularity operation 
and focusing on maintenance costs and reliability can be considered as a measure today. In maintenance analysis, there are 
problems that should be considered: sequence of dismantlement, choice of tools, dismantlement time and human factors i.e. 
visibility and accessibility [2]. Apart from that, maintenance can be determined based on diagnosability and tribology 
aspects. The function has to consider optimal resources e.g. support equipment or personnel equipment.  

Engineers of product design are focused at determining the maintenance tasks of products based on the current logistics 
and evaluation of the performances of relative tasks in the stages of designing. Designers have to transform the design 
remedy if these maintenance tasks are challenging to complete under a given circumstance. Some of the essential design 
guidelines for maintenance experts have been defined in Fig 1.  

The principle of maintenance incorporates intrinsic and contextual principle [3]. Intrinsic principle incorporate the 
capacity to be repaired after damage or failure; Repairabiluty, accessibility, assemblability, ease of access components in 
the assembly; Disassemblability, capacity to be eliminated from standardization, assembly, standardization, 
interchangeability, capacity to be replaced with other components; survivability, capacity of products to continue to operate 
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after failure of considered components. On the other hand, contextual principle incorporate redundancy for elements 
presented in multiple occurrences such as competency, which represents human need to repair or diagnose. Another aspect 
is tooling, maintenance tools and equipment e.g. screwdrivers, keys etc.; Logistics, spare part delivery, transportation of 
maintenance group; Environment, operating situations such as temperatures or lighting; fault identification, testability, 
delectability of components  to be evaluated. The last aspect is Maneuverability, capacity for schemes and elements to be 
dealt with, auto diagnostics, capacity for schemes to perform self-testing processes.  

 

 
Fig 1: General guidelines for the maintenance design 

A fundamental consideration when defining modularity is the selection on servicing level. Servicing includes different 
engineering tasks. Servicing denotes the ease of repair and diagnosis on products. A product can be modular from the 
perspective of designs but may be varied from servicing perspectives and operations.  

 
Fig 2: Classification of products’ features
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In maintenance of engineered products, the Product Integration Maintenance Model (PIMM) can be considered to show 
feature information [4]. The model combining the (Computer-Assisted Model) CAD model and feature information are 
relevance in maintenance. The model includes the feature of shapes (Fs), feature of heat treatment (Fh), feature of 
organization (Fa) and feature of maintenance (Fma). All these features relate to structure a complete feature model for 
engineered products. The classification of products’ features is shown in Fig 2.  

The feature of maintenance is applied in the description of maintenance design and essential data [5]. It incorporates 
maintenance organization element, maintenance resource, maintenance feature, maintenance process, using demand, fault 
feature, maintenance program, maintenance quantitative and qualitative demands, maintenance design evaluation results, 
and personnel model information among others. The program of maintenance incorporates supplier/contractor activities, 
task evaluation, organization interfaces, procedures/policies and maintenance design approach.  

PIMM is shown in Fig 3. From Fig 2, 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖  represents 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ component. This can a segment or assemblage. 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  signifies 
the assembly relationship between 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎelement and 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡ℎ element. The elements have been marked within the link arc 
amongst 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ and 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡ℎ. each element has its attribute table, and all these tables have been saved based on their attributes. 
Each table attributes files, saves the feature data of the tables in excel file, design intents in word file, maintenance plans in 
project files, and all these are stored in the design document data. The document data is linked to the tag file, which 
evaluates the relevant files in the link. 

 
Fig 3: Product Integration Maintenance Model (PIMM) 

Maintenance design necessitates engineered products, which are supportable and serviceable if the designs incorporate 
durability elements known as reliability (absence of faults). Maintenance is fundamental as a character that is assured 
through the designing of products that makes it effective to be evaluated based on the application of mechanical schemes. It 
is a certain influence on the maintainability costs of mechanical systems. To potentially realize efficient designing of 
products for maintainability, so software frameworks and methodologies need development. In the past literature, 
maintenance assessment techniques, with reference to fuzzy logic, have been presented in [6]. The measurement tool of the 
product maintenance has also been developed in [7].  

Maintenance indexes at the design stage for the engineered products need assessment as in [8]. The evaluation process 
utilizes 3-Dimension CAD model and associated semantic matrices that collect data from the components of products 
based on reliability and criticality. In this paper, maintainability index is presented based on assembly principle. This 
research has introduced the function of maintenance and presented the assumptions and works from past researchers. The 
remaining sections of this research have been organized as follows: Section II presents a background analysis of the 
research. Section III evaluates the relevant sources of literature. Section IV is the methodology Section. A case study for 
the methodology is provided in Section V. Lastly, Section VI is the conclusion and future directions section.  

II. BACKGROUND ANALYSIS  
This paper presents the designing of maintainability index using the criteria of assembly. The approach begins with the 

procedure of dismantlement of product’s components. The process of dismantlement incorporates the type of assembly 
before recording it. This research has summarized the dismantlement process into product dismantlement, assembly type 
determination, redesigning, and the determination of the maintainability index as the result of the result. When 
dismantlement has been considered with components to signify the assembly form. 
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Maintainability index is determined since it is a critical function for schemes and engineered products, which also 
determines the designing of tasks [9]. In this analysis, maintainability index is determine using a case analysis of the 
motorcycle rear footbrake assembly in the mechanical engineering industry. Table 1 below represents the set of 
components considered for the case study.  

Table 1: Rare footbrake components and its assembly  

No. Components No. Components 

1 Spring Footbrake rods 9 Rear Footbrake indicators 

2 Joint Footbrake arm 10 Dust sheal footbrake cam 

3 Nut Footbrake road adjustable 11 Rear Footbrake cam 

4 Rear Footbrake rod 12 Spring Footbrake shoe 

5 Bolt footbrake stopper 13 Shoe footbrake component 

6 Rubber stopper arm wheels 14 Rear Footbrake panel components 

7 Rear Footbrake arm 15 Rear Footbrake panel side collar 

8 Nut flange 6 mm 16 Axle rear wheels 

 

 The maintainability index incorporates a standardized chart in the end. The standardized chart in this research has been 
considered using the Maintenance Assessment Chart (MAC) where the aspect of maintenance of every component can be 
assessed, which denotes the maintenance degree. In MAC, the rate of maintenance is applied to represent the component 
frequency, which necessitates significant maintenance. After the essential dismantlement procedures have been made, the 
results are indicated in Table 2.  

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
R. Chaudhary and R. Chatterjee in [10] argue that the aspect of maintenance is increasingly becoming significant due to 

high support and operating costs of engineered equipment and schemes. For instance, every year, engineering firms in 
United States spend more than $300 B on the maintenance of operations and the plant. Therefore, some of the main 
purpose for applying maintenance engineering protocols to equipment and system are to minimize any projected 
maintenance time and costs through the modification of designs, which are directed at maintenance simplification, to 
utilize maintenance information to estimate the availability and unavailability of equipment. Additional purposes 
incorporate the determination of labor hours and other fundamental resources essential for the performance of projected 
maintenance.  

F. Tao, Z. Liu and P. Mou in [11] evaluate and argue that maintenance of engineering equipment and schemes has been 
a continuous concern. Even though impressive developments have been seen in maintenance equipment in mechanical 
engineering, equipment maintenance is still a problematic issue when various factors are considered: competition, costs, 
and complexity. Every year, billions are spent on mechanical equipment and their maintenance globally and this shows that 
there is a definite necessity for effective organization of assets and maintenance practices, which can positively alter the 
success factors: profitability, delivery, reliability, speed of innovation, price, safety and quality.  

F. Farmer in [12] confirms that reliability of engineering schemes has now become a prevailing concern during the 
design procedure of engineered products. This is due to the enhanced dependency of schedules of system satisfactory 
functionality. Some of the schemes considered in this case are automobiles, nuclear reactors, space satellites and 
computers. Some of the particular factors, which play a direct or indirect instrumental role in enhancing the significance of 
system reliability in designing a system, incorporate high costs of acquisition, reliability, safety, complexity, quality-based 
law firms, public pressure and global rivalry.  

L. Fiderer in [13] considers the factors of reliability present a particular necessity for maintenance. Resultantly, this 
draws the attention of reliability, maintenance and maintenance experts to collaborate during the designing of engineered 
products throughout the operational stages. To attain this objective, it is important for experts to comprehend each other’s 
fields and disciplines. Once this objective is attained, experts will minimize work-related difficulties at tolerable levels 
hence establishing maintainable and reliable engineered schemes.  

V. Kolychev in [14] comments that one of the major features of a good model is requirement for a product’s life cycle. 
Maintenance, which is a prevailing concern in this research is one aspect considered in the engineering of product’s life 
cycle. This concern reflects on the level at which models can be repaired or maintained economically or efficiently. In 
many present appliances, the model for ease of maintenance has not been considered. Due to this, engineered products are 
disposed although the defects might be repairable.  

A. Coulibaly, R. Houssin and B. Mutel in [15] argue that in case maintenance of engineered products is considered 
from its earlier design stages, the costs of servicing and downtime can be minimized. Based on the aspect of costs, 
researches have indicated that an additional expenditure of 6% on design enhancements of components is able to minimize 
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the life cycle of engineered produces and servicing expenditure of 24%. Minimization in maintenance requirements can be 
achieved through the structuring of maintenance function into schemes/engineered products at the design phase.  

G. Anderson, A. Bradley, J. Kelley, J. Nelson and H. Dougherty [16] argue that difficulties in servicing by users can be 
based on design faults, which are made knowingly. Moreover, components, which can be replaced are limited to particular 
model. Users are negligent on the aspect of maintenance since this is due to producers’ refusal to share data with clients. 
This has amounted to the reduction in the efficiency of products, and enhancement of quantity of wastes disposed. This 
aspect would definitely discourage the initiatives of designing for the ecosystem or green model.  

V. Kolychev in [17] confirm that knowledge on the significance of product’s life cycle for maintenance based on 
product architecture is significant. Product architecture represents a system defining how the functional components of 
engineered products are arranged in a physical block and the manner in which these blocks can interact harmoniously.  

A. Wong and P. Mertiny in [18] comment that modular design segments a model into functional and physical modules, 
which can be arranged to enhance the performance of the model. The design architecture can be classified into modular 
design and integral design. The modular architecture is different from the integral architecture based on former 
functionality of engineered products based on a single physical block. The main benefit of modular architecture is to permit 
for interchangeability and independence between units in attaining the different functionality of products.  

G. Iyer and D. Soberman in [19] confirm that modularity allows the modification of different product functionality 
separately without influencing the design of components. In maintenance, every component of the same module has to 
have maximum similarity whereas maintaining minimum similarity with the various components outside the modules. On 
the other hand, maximum similarity in the module aids in the facilitation of servicing of components of particular modules 
since every component is similar in its functionality and physicality.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 
To design the maintainability index, a methodology of assembly is considered. This methodology starts with the 

process of dismantlement of product components. Dismantlement process considers the assembly type and records it. The 
methodology has been summarized in Fig 3 below. 

 
Fig 3: Assembly approach for determining the maintainability index 
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With reference to dismantling structural Build of Material (BOM) is structured a preliminary pattern for the dismantling 
operation (one for every form of configuration and for every sub-assembly form. U. Roy in [20] purposed at projecting 
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Modularity principles in focusing on dismantling procedures are based on the specification criteria and aspects that 
have to be considered in the novel system. In focusing on the functional modules of dismantling work, schemes and 
stations have to be applied based on particular principles. The first principle is technological uniformity and engineering 
protocols and features of functional modules for applying the same forms of dealing with operations. The second one is 
applying functional modules in row form dimensional. The third one is maximizing the independence of functional 
modules of the various forms of energy and the motion of the control approach. The fourth one is mutual interconnections 
and compatibility of functional modules with the potential of flexible configuration dismantling and modification 
workstations and respective schemes; and the fifth one it is fundamental to consider higher internal function modules and 
elements. The merits of utilizing module design principles in the dismantling procedure can be visualized in the following 
aspects:  

• Formation of purpose-based dismantling facilities with optimum economic and technical parameters, which 
provides particular application conditions 

• Acquisition of novel dismantling configurations schemes and workstations via the integration of effective 
modules and units 

• Flexible and simple change to novel organization and dismantling tasks  

• Significant economic efficacy  

• Application of enhanced and validated assembly modules schemes to minimize the requirements for the 
development and designing works  

• Enhancing reliability given that the modules are considerable and verified  

• Minimizing production costs, serviceability and maintenance by minimizing the general nomenclature of the 
components and elements. The recommendation for procedures, visualization tools, techniques, methods and 
processes for realizing dismantling  

• Organization and processing skills based on technical designs, usage and construction of connections to 
objects; practical solutions to productivity, methodology and quality proposal using CAD; and incorporation 
of techniques of proposal in innovation cycles 

Automation or semi-automation dismantlement will be in the nearest feature due to the significantly enhancing 
numbers of electrical and mechanical components. Issues in the relations to automation dismantlement are the significant 
investment costs. It is fundamental to consider the wide context, which concerns about the future implications i.e. majorly 
ecological, and higher expenses, which would increase during the failure to focus on the problem and have been connected 
to the elimination of effects e.g. pollution and landfill disposal costs. The dimension of automation is dependent of the 
quantity and type of the processed engineered products, as well as dismantlement objectives (recycling engineering plants, 
automated workshops and manual labor workshops). Automation prerequisites are enhanced and based on the European 
commission in focusses to standardized the presently structured designs of engineered products (since this is effective and 
appropriate for instance if components are assembled in the same locus, the usage of demountable joint, minimum material 
forms, among others).  

 
Fig 4: Optimal methodology at the end of product’s life cycle 
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Optimum dismantlement process is that it ensures the decomposition of engineered products or accessing the essential 
components at an affordable cost, within time and with minor possible amount of tasks considered, with a few projected 
actions and utilizes a few gadgets and tools (see Fig 4). 

The foundational approach for selection is optimal dismantlement procedure, which considers: productivity as the 
amounts of the diverted engineered products in unit time, including labor intensive. The second aspect to consider includes 
the amounts of processed product; operation numbers. The third one is industrial tasks focussing on the types and quantity 
of products; automation degree focussing on the quantity and type of engineered products; tools at the workshops i.e. high-
tech; tools at work materials, plants etc., ergonomics, consumption of energy; and economic approach, which defines the 
efficiency of recycling (material usage and energy. Disassembling procedure and schemes can be projected using virtual 
reality. Fig 5 below represents a graph for projecting the schemes of dismantling absolute engineered products for 
engineering industries.  

 
Fig 5: Virtual lab for determining dismantling procedure and system absolute engineered products 

The aspect of virtual reality can be utilized in the engineering sector to enhance the designing innovations of production 
schemes, including the dismantling schemes. Virtual reality is a single framework for optimization and simulation of 
logistics and production schemes that displays the prevailing the present production and non-production procedures in 
virtual ecoschemes. This is a framework for enhancing productivity and quality. The application of this aspect is in 
dismantlement, where it can be utilized in the designing of dismantling work schemes and stations including the planning 
procedure of certain engineered products and dismantlement simulation.  

Although virtual laboratory is not focussed in this research, it focusses on the development of training modules for 
fieldwork preparation of dismantlement absolute engineered products, procedures, dismantling workstations and the 
various operation types of computer-assisted training. The modules are a physical extension of the lab for montages for 
reverse cycles of the dismantlement procedures for obsolete engineered products. The application of training is via the 
usage of this module projected by scholars in the engineering sector.  

Control manufacturing and automation initiatives in the long-term retraining and learning courses for engineering 
firms. Virtual lab gives digitalized designs, respectively virtual processing schemes and plant, the verification for 
simulation, control organization via groups of experts. Material results of the lab are an incorporated projected organization 
and workstations equipped with high-tech tools meant to support project organization and teamwork activities. Intangible 
results are contained in information-based and knowledge-based remedies for project organization obligations and training 
preparation and training experts.  

Maintenance characterizes a function for schemes and engineered products, including maintenance of task designing. 
Relating to the assembly principle e.g. equipment involved, maintenance frequency, and assembly direction, the 
maintainability index can be determined quantitatively. If the findings of maintainability index are not acceptance, 
probably high, engineers and designers can develop the design by changing the type of assembly or redesigning the 
component. In measuring the maintainability index, designers have to select the most applicable path to access the targeted 
segment.  

V. CASE STUDY 
 In this research, the maintainability index is determine with reference to a case study: motorcycle rear footbrake 

assembly in the mechanical engineering industry. Fig 6 represents the dismantlement process and Table 1 represents a set 
of components. 
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Fig 6: Dismantlement procedure of the rear-footbrake assembly 

Maintainability index has to be determined through the stand chart. In that case, this research achieves this by 
constructing a Maintenance Assessment Chart (MAC), where the maintenance for every individual component can be 
determined i.e. maintenance degree. In MAC, the preservation rate is utilized to signify the frequency of components that 
require maintenance. After the relevant dismantlement analyses have been made, the outcome is shown in Table 2 below.   

 

Table 2: Maintainability index of Rear-Footbrake Assembly 

No. Components Maintenance rate Critical Path Assembly score Maintenance degree 

1 Spring Footbrake rods 2.1 3.1 22.1 0.121 

2 Joint Footbrake arm 1.0 2.1 18.2 0.132 

3 Nut Footbrake road adjustable 2.1 1.1 14.2 0.141 

4 Rear Footbrake rod 1.1 4.2 26.1 0.042 

5 Bolt footbrake stopper  2.1 5.1 36.2 0.061 

6 Rubber stopper arm wheels  2.1 3.1 18.1 0.112 

7 Rear Footbrake arm 1.1 2.1 18.2 0.062 

8 Nut flange b mm 1.2 3.1 22.1 0.052 

9 Rear Footbrake indicators  2.1 5.1 30.1 0.072 

10 Dust sheal footbrake cam 1.1 6.1 34.2 0.021 

11 Rear Footbrake cam 3.1 5.1 30.1 0.101 

12 Spring Footbrake shoe 4.1 6.1 26.1 0.152 

13 Shoe footbrake component  1.2 5.2 22.2 0.051 

14 Rear Footbrake panel 
components  

1.3 4.1 18.1 0.062 

15 Rear Footbrake panel side collar  1.2 3.1 14.1 0.071 

16 Axle rear wheels  1.2 2.1 12.3 0.061 

Maintainability index 1.142 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS  
In conclusion, this research has assessed the function of maintenance and detailed a procedure for defining the 

maintainability index using a case evaluation of the rear footbrake assemblage. The input in this research is that this 
approach can be utilized to appraise scheme, product and module maintenance. The methodology utilized has been 
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presented using Maintenance Assessment Chart (MAC). The presentation approach is practical since a case study of 
assembly and dismantlement has been utilized. Enhancements, modernization dismantlement procedures, and the 
operations necessitate constant supply of innovative techniques and methods.  

Samples and procedures in daily life practices show the weaknesses and present potential of applications of innovative 
theories, tools and methods for the advent of novel knowledge. Novel advancements bring about the advanced 
effectiveness and eliminate the possibilities of faults in dismantlement and diagnosis procedure. In that case, a scientific 
method to mitigate the issues of dismantlement represent the transfer of innovations in the engineering sector permits the 
detection, investigation and application of techniques and tools meant to accomplish optimal results for presenting 
components that facilitate the determination of a maintainability index.  

The process of dismantlement and assembly of components necessitates automation. Automation or semi-automation 
dismantlement should be considered in future research because of the rapidly increasing mechanical and electrical 
components. Problems in the relations to automate assembly and dismantlement process can be mitigated but they are 
costly. Apart from that, a maintainability index template should be defined to enhance the automation process when 
calculating the system, product and component maintainability indexes. In that case, future researchers should focus on 
developing a template that will make it possible to compute components and determine an index automatically. 
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